Insurity Geospatial
UNDERWRITING | PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT | EVENT RESPONSE

Empower data driven decision-making with the industry’s most proven
geospatial analytics software

50%

0.2%
increase
in DWP

lower
claims cost

Assess risk quickly by
identifying correlations
among exposures,
hazards, and models

Maximize written
premium with immediate
insights that drive
business growth

Minimize costs when
catastrophe strikes
with automated
event alerts

faster risk
assessment

5%

Top 5 reasons customers choose Insurity Geospatial
“Data analytics is a key differentiator
in how we operate, compete, select
risks, and proactively manage our
portfolio. With [Insurity Geospatial], we
have empowered our underwriters
and analytic teams with actionable
information to improve risk selection and
portfolio performance.”
Jen Klobnak
Chief Operating Officer

Make better underwriting decisions
- Let data drive your decisions with access to an expanding network
of 50+ data partners
- Integrate configurable rules to embed your expertise on top of the
hazard models and building reports
Operate quickly
- Integrate decision metrics and analytics into your policy systems so
you have the right data at the right time
- Confidently make decisions and empower your teams with fast,
insurance-specific analytics

Build a Comprehensive View of Risk

Better understand your portfolio
- See how your underwriting strategy is performing with portfolio
analytics that give you an aggregate view of your risk
- Identify where you have successes and areas that need
improvement to inform how your teams move forward together
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Crime

Retain more premium
- Reduce downstream costs associated with claims with automated
event alerts and analytics
- Increase policyholder retention by proactively reaching out to
insureds who were impacted by a CAT event
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Start driving ROI immediately
- Boost profitability with integrated underwriting, portfolio
management, and event response modules
- Get up and running in as little as one hour with our turnkey and
intuitive geospatial software

Insurity is a leading provider of cloud-based software and analytics for insurance carriers, brokers, and MGAs. Insurity is trusted by 15 of the
top 25 P&C carriers and 7 of the top 10 MGAs in the US and has over 400 cloud-based deployments. | www.insurity.com | +1 866 476 2606

